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MEMPHIS — Corrinne Carriere, left, of Ontario-based Special Health Systems and Jessica Presperin, O.T.R., Chicago, take a break at the International Seating Symposium in February. For more on the conference, turn to page 33.
NRRTS Opens Doors To Members

ALEXANDRIA, Va. — Membership applications are now being accepted by the National Registry of Rehabilitation Technology Suppliers (NRRTS), a nonprofit organization designed to help clinicians, consumers and third party payers identify qualified suppliers, as well as ensure the provision of quality services.

"We want to try and locate as many suppliers as possible across the country who are doing this type of work and bring them together, so they have a common voice," NRRTS chair Adrienne Falk Bergen, P.T., Dynamic Medical, Westbury, N.Y., said TeamRehab Report.

"Then, once we’ve done that and know their concerns, we will move toward the certification process. Those people who are members will be privy to the process as we proceed," she said.

The NRRTS defines a rehab technology supplier (RTS) as a specialist who provides enabling technology in the areas of wheeled mobility, seated and alternative positioning, ambulation assistance, environmental control and activities of daily living. To qualify for membership, applicants must:

• be employed, for at least one year, by a medical equipment company, orthotic company, or other specialized facility that supplies rehabilitation equipment, offers consumer product choices and employs trained support staff;
• participate directly in the assessment process;
• work with manufacturers and/or custom fabricators to combine equipment features to meet specific client needs;
• provide fittings and deliveries as directed by the referring professional;
• instruct the client on how to safely use equipment; offer information on maintenance and care; pass along available manufacturers’ warranty information; and provide high quality service.

In addition, applicants must agree, in writing, to comply with the NRRTS Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice.

According to Bergen, the NRRTS hopes to receive several hundred applications. One of the problems, she noted, is that there are currently no statistics available on the number of RTSs nationwide.

NHHCE CHANGES NAME TO MEDTRADE

ATLANTA — Reflecting the increasingly diversified, international scope of the U.S. medical products industry, The National Home Health Care Exposition (NHHCE) has undergone a name change. The 14-year-old trade show will now be called MEDTRADE, Medical Products for the Global Market Place, according to Ted Conrad, president of SEMCO Medical Expositions, show organizers.

While the $6 billion home health care industry still comprises the majority of the show, Conrad said that three additional markets — international trade, rehab and sports medicine, and long term care — have grown in prominence.

On the global front, Conrad pointed to a “dramatic surge of international interest” in U.S. medical products, citing a 11.5 percent increase in the number of international buyers at last fall’s show. (equipment and service, the NRRTS will develop requirements for continuing education courses needed for membership renewal.)

The NRRTS will also publish a Membership Directory for consumers, allied health professionals and third party payers. The first directory will probably be out in the fall, Bergen said, and then updated once a year. In addition, a responsive complaint procedure will be initiated to address concerns from consumers, referral sources, manufacturers and other RTSs concerning NRRTS members.


Members of the advisory council, which will act as a liaison between the NRRTS and the rehab industry, are: Peter
2. Who participates in the evaluation?
3. Who assists with funding procurement?
4. Who provides warranty information, maintenance and repair, and follow-up services?

C. Gerald Warren, M.P.A., C. Gerald Warren & Associates, Seattle, Wash., discussed the need for a QA program. "In the past, the model was vendor-driven," he noted. "Now we're trying to make it consumer-driven. We want to involve the ATP (assistive technology provider) and the RTS.

"Only by developing a QA program with criteria for AT interventions and outcome measures can we expect to increase the effectiveness of and the satisfaction with the interventions," he added.

The next meeting of the International Seating Symposium will take place February 17-18, 1994, in Vancouver, B.C.

A seating and mobility design contest is being held in conjunction with the symposium. The winner will receive free conference registration and accommodations. Entry deadline is November 30, 1993.

Contact: David Cooper, Sunny Hill Hospital For Children, Vancouver, B.C., V5M 1E8, 604/438-6067.
Nitro

Introducing the Nitro.
Total performance from an absolutely unique perspective: yours.
But then, it doesn’t take magic to make the world’s finest wheelchairs.
Just Vision.
Galaxy Rehab

A bold new spirit...
A whole new attitude...

Ortho-Kinetics introduces a brilliant new division...
GALAXY REHAB.

A constellation of new and traditional products, each piece is engineered to provide stability, support, adaptability and room for galactic growth!

GALAXY REHAB follows our tradition of product excellence.

Combine our 30 year history with a new spirit and attitude...you are going to like what you see!

GALAXY

5611 W 10th St
Minneapolis, MN 55419

763-968-1212
1 800 558-7786

Call for a full product catalog.
See us at Medtrade South #1528
We make more than parts... we make a difference!

FREEDOM DESIGNS
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Freedom Designs
NIDRR’s New

Director Katherine Seelman plans to address the information highway, health care reform and consumer involvement.

By Peter Truesel, TeamRehab Report

Under the Department of Health and Human Services, the National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research’s purpose is to improve the quality of life of the 49 million Americans with disabilities.

Six months into her new job as director of NIDRR, Katherine Seelman, Ph.D., has a vision of expanding the scope of the agency that itself administers $1.4 billion in research, demonstration projects, training and related activities.

“NIDRR will strive to be proactive in responding to consumers.”

—Katherine Seelman

NIDRR’s mission is to maximize the full inclusion and integration into society, employment, independent living, family support and economic and social self-sufficiency of the disabled population.

Seelman, who is hearing impaired, aims to accomplish this by expanding the agency’s current focus. To help people with disabilities gain access to housing, employment and health care, for example, NIDRR will gather information on economic trends of the global and U.S. economic population trends, especially those related to aging, cultural norms and socioeconomic status; technological trends and strategies on the information highway; trends in public policy; and practices that focus on consumers, researchers and service providers together.

To achieve these goals, NIDRR will develop outcome measures and evaluation tools to assess the effectiveness of demonstrations, models and training efforts.
Minkel's Mission

For more than a decade, Jean Minkel has been more than a physical therapist. Her personal interest and professional involvement have helped lead the growth of assistive technology and service delivery.

Jean Minkel's work day never really ends. A physical therapist and outspoken advocate for rehabilitation technology, she has successfully intertwined a commitment to the field and assistive technology with a love of helping others. In the process, she has contributed wealth of knowledge back to the field.

Through numerous volunteer, behind-the-scenes efforts, Minkel has had a national impact in the development of wheelchair standards, quality assurance, continuing education and informing payers of the value of assistive technology. Her motivation, she says, is simple: "I want the field to succeed as much as I want the client to succeed."

But for all her accomplishments, Minkel seems just as proud of the relationships she's established in 11 years as a physical therapist—relationships with consumers, colleagues, students and even, often, crossing over the line into product endorsement with manufacturers.

"I don't know of too many other professional fields where people who could be in competition with each other are exactly the opposite—they're collaborative and sharing and open," she says. "It's all of what attracted me to the field."

After receiving her M.A. in physical therapy from Stanford University, she worked at Massachusetts Hospital School in Canton, Mass., a nationally based pediatric facility where the staff had many equipment needs. "There was a need for me to be involved with chairs intimately," she recals. "It gave me an appreciation for the need or function."

She then spent two years at Rensselaer Children's Hospital in Albany, N.Y., which employs a more developmental treatment approach. "What I learned for myself professionally was that I was not trained at hands-on treatment as I was in setting a child up in the right chair," she says.

She decided to look for a position that would guide her to work with equipment full time. It was then that the offer came along to help start up the Center for Rehabilitation Technology (CRT) at St. Mary's Hospital, West Haven, N.Y. "It seemed a natural. I had just landed in a niche," she says of the opportunity.

Minkel has been a testing and mobility specialist at the CRT for the past seven years. The CRT
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Affordable Power to Take Youngsters Where They Want to Go.

DAMACO Mobility Designs
Enhance lifestyles with a commitment to trouble-free performance.

Portability
Easy to remove components, fold wheelchair and transport in car, van, bus, train or airplane.

Lightweight
Electro-Lite Power Wheelchair (including batteries) weighs only 85 pounds. Wheelchair weights 30 pounds without footrests, each component weighs under 25 pounds.

Power
Reliable with a quiet, smooth ride. Speed is adjustable from 0 to 5 ½ mph. Choice of speed and brake controls on manual control box (joystick) for user, or on (rear controller) for attendant. Easy to position power drive into power or free-wheeling position.

Growth Adaptation
Electro-Lite grows, too! The crossbrace exchange program makes the Electro-Lite child's size chair a real savings.

Custom Wheelchair Sizing
Unique "spine" for mounting power drive system also allows for arm, back, and rear wheel height adjustments. Seat widths and depths range 12" to 15" for children. Older youngster and adult size seat widths and depths range 14" to 20".

Style and Colors
Smart styling for appearance and function and nine "now and wow" color choices.

DAMACO
2942 Hummer Street, Chatsworth, California 91311 • 818-730-3334 • 1-800-432-7034 Outside California • 818-730-5852

Learn From The REHAB PROS

Attend this FREE series of rehab seminars presented during the NHHCE®/MedtradeSM conference, Georgia World Congress Center, Atlanta, Nov. 17-20, 1993.

1. Topic: How To Make The Right Consumer/Product Match
   - Get a new perspective on how to look at products and their potential for the client. Learn how to get more out of a product and out of a combination of products. Includes case studies.
   - Speaker: Adrienne Berger, P.T., Dynamic Medical Equipment, Westbury, N.Y.

2. Topic: How To Educate The Funding Source
   - Learn the outcome of a special program developed by RESNA to educate third-party payers about assistive technology and service delivery, the assessment process and client benefits to properly prescribed seating, wheeled mobility and augmentative communication systems. Take home the tools you need to bring your funding sources up to speed.
   - Speaker: Joan Biree, R.N., P.T., Staten Island Hospital, West New York, N.J.

3. Topic: The Impact of Wheelchair Standards
   - Imagine being able to compare wheelchair performance durability prior to purchasing. The ANSI wheelchair standards provide uniform test methods that allow comparison of test results. Learn how to interpret these standards and the terminology to help you sell with confidence.
   - Speaker: Joan Biree, R.N., P.T., Staten Island Hospital, West New York, N.J.

4. Topic: Expand Your Approach To SCI Seating
   - There is no cookbook solution to appropriate seating of the spinal cord injured person. A general overview of seating people with spinal cord injuries will be presented, followed by a selection of case studies. Case studies will review clients with a range of SCI levels and their problems, such as age-related secondary disabilities, severe spasticity, or severe contractures.

5. Topic: Break Down The Supplier/Therapist Barrier
   - Understand the expectations of each member of the rehab team and learn how to work together. Understanding each other’s skills can only help to communicate what’s best for the client’s seating and mobility needs.
   - Speaker: Susan Johnson Snyder, O.T.R., and David Knecht, P.T., Shepherd Spinal Center, Atlanta

6. Topic: Successful Power Wheelchair Users
   - Learn what factors to consider when designing power wheelchair interfaces for people with moderate to severe disabilities. Consideration of the developmental level, physical and cognitive, behavior, and psychomotor control and function are discussed as they relate to choosing an appropriate control interface and its placement.

7. Topic: How To Work With The Tech Act States
   - There are 42 states funded under the Technology-Related Assistance for Individuals with Disabilities Act of 1988. Their mission is to develop programs to expand the availability of assistive technology through a comprehensive consumer-responsive statewide program of technology-related services. Learn how you can work with these states in expanding delivery of products and services to consumers.
   - Speaker: Neil Belknap, Manager, NSRAS Tech Act Project, Washington, D.C.

Seminars sponsored by TeamRehab Reports and John Edward Foundation.

For more information contact TeamRehab Reports, 3951 Kleinstone, 200/843-4116, ext. 299, or fax: 310/327-1081.
Before the introduction of the Everest & Jennings Xcaliber Power Recline System, there was no single source for a low shear sliding-back recliner, powered wheelchair, and specialty controls. Always the leader, Everest & Jennings brings to you... The first-ever integrated Power Recline System!

- Xcaliber Power Recliner designed as a recline system, not an after-market bolt-on!
- Available with servo Drive Specialty Controls
- Lateral Support, Positioning Pads and Rails are
- Quicker delivery of products
- One-stop Technical Support for the entire system
- Simplified Warranty Issues for the dealer and user

Xcaliber Power Recline System
Fortress. The World’s Newest Screen Star.

There’s been a revolution in wheelchair control... and it’s now playing at Fortress dealers everywhere!

It’s the Fortress C-100 microprocessor—a whole new concept in control that gives users and therapists instantaneous, pinpoint control of virtually every wheelchair function. But that’s only the beginning.

**Remote Control**
- Remote control and adjustment
-逐渐实现的智能控制

The C-100 displays your choices on its screen so you make selections more quickly and easily than ever before! Using the joystick, head switch, even up ‘n’ pull, you can choose tilt, recline, footrest adjustment, speed, turn ratio—any function you want!

Even more amazing, the C-100 does Windows™! Through the joystick, up ‘n’ pull or any input, the chair user is linked to the Windows environment of a computer. The whole world of computer power—from word processing to the most advanced functions—is open and available right from your chair.

For more information, see Fortress. Nothing is built like a FORTRESS.

- Los Angeles, CA 800-888-8888
- Toronto, Canada 800-888-8888
- Outside of Canada 616-666-6666
- Quebec, Canada 800-888-8888
- Outside of Quebec 616-666-6666
- Outside of Canada 514-744-7444

©1989 by Fortress, Inc. All rights reserved.
Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
Kid Power

Just For Kids. Developed for kids. Designed for kids lifestyles. So kids have the ability to be kids.

Movin' Out. The exclusive E&J Servo Drive Electronics with direct drive motors and a unique new Rear Wheel Suspension System make driving cool. Plenty of Power and Go, when you need it. And of course, a smooth and safe ride to keep the grown-ups calm.

Hi Tech. State-of-the-art Drive Train makes everyday driving and those critical maneuvers easy and simple. And you don't have to be a computer whiz to program them.

Personal. Unique product styling lets kids reflect their individual personality and lifestyle from a myriad of designer color options.

Adaptable & Compatible. With seating & positioning products.

Tilt-in-Space. For comfort and positioning needs.

Programmable. Optional DAC programmer to easily adapt the chair to changes & needs of kids driving parameters.

Growable & Adjustable. Width & depth change as kids grow-up.

Designer Colors. For a personal touch.

Servo Drive Electronics. Precision control and smooth operation.

More Accessible Separate Battery Boxes. Optional group 22NF for longer range.

New Rear Wheel Suspension System. A smoother ride.

Growable & Adjustable. Width & depth change as kids grow-up.

New Kid Power: ...Just for Kids.

Call E&J Today.
800-788-3633
FAX 800-487-7648

©1992 Everest & Jennings
More information? Check 18G on reply card.

Everest & Jennings
The Rehab Source
He’s Got Places To Go...

...Trust his MK Battery to get him there.

It’s important to you and your clients to have products that perform. At MK Battery, we offer some of the finest cycling batteries in the world — at a value.

With MK, you can rely upon:
• The most knowledgeable industry support staff.
• An extensive North American distribution system.
• A true national “No-Hassle” warranty.
• Quality educational seminars — free.

All it takes to solve your clients power problems is a simple phone call.

MK battery
1040 S. Stadium View • Anaheim, CA 92806
1-800-DP-CYCLE (1-800-372-9253)

MK Battery
Bob Williams learned early on that he could effect change by taking action.

By Kimberly Pfahl, TeamRehab Report

Bob Williams began his fight for equality early in life; he credits much of his success to growing up during the civil rights era, and to the support and encouragement of his family. “Growing up in the 1960s and 70s, two things were perfectly clear to me,” he says. “The first was that my opportunities as an American with significant disabilities were very limited—not because of my lack of abilities but because of others’ perceptions and lower expectations.

“The second thing... was that we had a great deal in common with those in the civil rights movement of that era. This is where most of my activism first flowed from.”

“My anger at the injustice of... prejudice soon followed and it has never completely left me.”

Williams has cerebral palsy and speaks with a Liberato communication device. He was about 13 years old when he led a sit-down strike of students in his special ed class, which eventually led to his and others’ inclusion in regular education. As a teenager in the 1970s, he testified before legislation in town council meetings.

Still, Williams says, his family’s absolute belief in his abilities could not shield him from the indifference of others. “I still remember moving to a new town and how the neighborhood kids taunted me. My anger at the injustice of their prejudice soon followed and it has never completely left me.”

Speaking of what he terms a “disability pecking order,” Williams remarks...
NRRTS OKs University Program for RTSs

Enrollment in the first university-based continuing education program for rehabilitation technology suppliers (RTSs) is expected in early 1996 at the University of Pittsburgh’s School of Health and Rehabilitation Science’s Department of Rehabilitation Science and Technology.

In addition, the University is expected to develop an RTS certification review course to help RTSs prepare for the RTS certification exam.

The exam, expected to be ready in early 1996, is being developed through a joint agreement between the National Registry of Rehabilitation Technology Suppliers (NRRTS) and the Rehabilitation Engineering and Assistive Technology Society of North America (RESNA).

NRRTS and the University agreed on the following for the continuing education program:

• It would be available to all RTSs, but would not be mandatory for certification or continuing NRRTS membership.
• The curriculum would be developed in modules. An advisory board of NRRTS members, University faculty and other experts will identify the curriculum content and suggest module authors.
• The goal of the modules would be to develop an education program that combines University-based and home-based learning. Eventually, the program would be presented through interactive satellite networks possibly based at local community colleges.

For more information, contact: NRRTS, 3223 S. Loop 289, Suite 600, Lubbock, Texas 79423; 806/797-7299, fax: 806/797-8420.

Newly elected NRRTS board members are, from left: directors-at-large Jan Funamasu, P.T., Rancho Los Amigos Medical Center, Downey, Calif., and Cyndi Jones, publisher, Mainstream magazine, San Diego; president Simon Margolis, C.O., Otto Bock, Minneapolis; secretary Denise Swango, Metro Rehab Services, Evergreen Park, Ill.; and vice president Dan Lipka, O.T.R./L., Miller’s, Akron, Ohio.
The most dramatic example of Proportional Sizing occurs in fitting pediatric applications. In this case, the child is 4'11" in height, requiring a shortened tiller and platform, combined with a specialized 12" wide Pediatric Adequate Seat and foot blocks. Since Bruno is the only manufacturer that actually designs and produces its own seating, overall seat dimensions can be modified to conform to the unique needs of each individual. In addition, this capability means that seating parameters can be pre-specified and adjusted during the manufacturing process to accommodate exceptional circumstances. The object is to offer an integrated system that is flexible enough to provide an ergonomically and anatomically correct scooter environment, whether the rider is 4'11" or 6'2" tall, regardless of whether the rider weighs 80 lbs. or 300 lbs.

Let us send you a free copy of Bruno’s Criteria for Evaluating and Selecting a Scooter, including A Guide to Understanding Proportional Sizing. Call 1-800-882-8183, ask for Our FAX is 1-414-557-4341.

BRUNO INDEPENDANT LIVING AIDS, INC. 1790 EXECUTIVE DRIVE, PO BOX 84, OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066

More information? Circle 104 on reply card.